But on people like Pound, and Gertrude Stein, and Joyce,  The second he's extraordinarily interesting. I wish he would let himself Enemy go properly over the whole area of modern letters, and tell us where he places D. H, Lawrence, and Forster, and Graves and Sassoon and all the rest of the people who write. There is so much being written, and so few guides to help occasional visitors to books through the masses of them.
However, perhaps he will carry it on. If the Enemy is successful it may encourage him to branch out into criticism. I take it his creative side, which produced Tan so long ago, has dropped off withered.
It was very good of you to send it out. Don't you think the cover-design, the Tartar horseman, very beautiful? Yours,
T. E. S.
How direct and to the point Lawrence's letters were! On getting the second number of The Enemy he wrote again:
Karachi.
8.12. 27, Dear Rothenstein,
Many thanks for the second Enemy. He digresses too much in it; so that there is almost no main argument. If he would send his ideas one by one to the weekly press as they occur to him—then what a critic he would be. The background of a general idea, some vague bogey of a time-spirit, would then give depth and strength to his writing. He cuts Miss Mayo wholly to bits: but then she is easy meat. He goes fairly for Sherwood Anderson, who is more his size. I think he is convincing there: but I do not know all S. A.'s work. Then he goes for D. H. Lawrence, whose boots he is not big enough to wear. He does not seem to have read much Lawrence, so far as I can see. He criticizes only some pages of his little Mornings in Mexico, which are just the snap-shots of a literary artist, in the slack time while waiting for a subject—the same way as a barber snips his empty

